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WASHINGTON, DC, September 2, 2004 (ENS) - In response to a court order, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
designated critical habitat for the Mexican spotted owl on 8.6 million acres of federal land in Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico and Utah.

The designation was completed in response to a lawsuit filed by the Center for Biological Diversity, a conservation advocacy
group based in Tucson, Arizona, has been working to protect the Mexican spotted owl and its old-growth habitat for over
13 years.

The critical habitat boundaries, announced on Monday, include 4.0 million acres in Arizona, 322,326 acres in Colorado,
2.1 million acres in New Mexico and 2.2 million acres in Utah.

Only habitat in those areas that contain the physical and biological features essential for the conservation of the owl is
considered as critical and falls under the protection of the Endangered Species Act. The designation relies on guidance
from the owl’s recovery plan.

“Since the Mexican Spotted Owl was listed in 1993, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and its partners in other federal
agencies have been working to safeguard the species,” said Dale Hall, director of the Service’s Southwest Region.

But the Service under the Bush administration designates critical habitat only when forced to do so by the courts. “In 30
years of implementing the Endangered Species Act, the Service has found that the designation of critical habitat provides
little additional protection to most listed species, while,preventing the Service from using scarce conservation resources for
activities with greater conservation benefits,” is a notice posted with every critical habitat designation.

The designation of critical habitat does not affect land ownership or establish a refuge, wilderness, reserve, preserve, or
other conservation area. It does not allow government or public access to private lands.

“In almost all cases, recovery of listed species will come through voluntary cooperative partnerships, not regulatory measures
such as critical habitat,” the Service says.

The Mexican spotted owl is a medium-sized bird with dark eyes, dark to chestnut brown coloring, whitish spots on the
head and neck and white mottling on the abdomen and breast. It was added to the threatened species list primarily because
of habitat loss.

The owl still can be found in canyons and mountain forests across a range that extends from southern Utah and Colorado,
through Arizona, New Mexico and west Texas, down to the mountains of central Mexico.

The owl occupies a fragmented distribution throughout its United States range corresponding to the availability of forested
mountains and canyons, and, in some cases, rocky canyon lands.


